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ABSTRACT

This paper reanalyzes NaRC General Social Survey data used in a

much-cited paper by Beck; Horan and Tolbert,· "On Stratification in a Dual

Economy," (1978) which purports to show that earnings processes are

heterogeneous across "core" and "peripheral" industrial sectors. The

reanalysis shows that Beck et a1"reached this incorrect conclusion because

they included improperly classified nonearners in a logarithmic earnings

function. Other theoretical and methodo1ogicai defects of their analysis

are also discussed.
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Beck ct Qi. (1978) contrast whD~ they term "individual-

istic" and "structural" theories of the distribution of, earnings in an

analysis of data from the 1975 and 1976 General Social Surveys (GSS) of

the National Opinion Rescnrch c:enter (NORC). 'l'he purposes and results

of their study ar,e aptly summarized in their conclusion (p. 717):

Our nnlllysis examines the existence and the importance

of industrial sectors, as hypothesized by the dual economy

literature, on the process of earnings determination. Since

the status attainment and neoclassical income models rcst on

the assu~ption of labor market homogeneity, our efforts to

test a tlleoretica~ly-derived model of nonhomogeneity are of

direct relevance for 'those research traditions. Using a dis-

tinction bet\o.·cen core and periphery i.ndustrial pectors derived

from Bluestone et, al., (1973) we address our analysis to three

basic questions: (1) Are there.~nificantdifferences in the

economic status and composition of the core and periphery

labor forces?, (2) Can sectoral differences in economic status

be reduced to differences in the quail ty of their respective labor

forces? And, (3) to \vhat degree are the economic returns to

sex, race, human capital, and occupation-labor force variables

the same in both sectors?

The analysis provides clear answers 'to illl three qunstiollS.

'The core and periphery sectors do exhibit significant differ-

€nces in both earnings levels and in l~bor force composition.

The sectoral 'differentials in earnings Eanno~ be explained away
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by eli fferc'm.:e::; in l.abor force qU~li.·ty. '1'IH~ rela tiollships between

earnings tllld human capital <IS well 'ns occupation-labor force

variables do differ significantly between core and periphery

sectors. Whether considering the biologically-fixed attributes..
of race and sex, the human capi,tal variables, or the occupation-

lnbor force variables, we find th<lt the real dollar returns on

these worker characteristics are greater in core industries

than in periphery industries.

'l'he importance of these findings for the neoclassical

research tradition in stratification should be clear. In face

of stro119 empirical evidence contrary to the implicit tenet of

labor market homogeneity, parameter estimates which are conditional

on this assumption can no longer be treated as appropriate bases

for the construction of sociological theory or social poligy.

Such si~)listic models lead to a serious misspecification and mis-

representation of the social processes underlying individual
-..--.:

earnings determination. In contrast, the notion of economic sec-

tors appears to hold substantial promise as a theoretical concept

and as all 0xcmplar for a research prQgram aimed at identifying

structur.:d aspecls of the socioeconomic order.

'l'here is no reason to question the first two of Beck et a1. I s three

major findings; industrial differentials in labor force composition and

remuneration cue well known. Their analysis and its conclusions focus

primarily upon the third finding, "the relationships betw'een earnings and

human capital as well as occupation-labor force variables do differ signi-

ficantly between core and periphery sectors." For example, Beck 0.t al.
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(p. 706) SiJ.y, "the' 'present analysis will focus on the i.ssue of fixed

returns·,-the assumption thiJ.tecor.omic returns to worker characteristi<.:s

are uniform." On this point their analysis is wrqng. Beck at. al.

incorrectly classify a small number of GSS'respondents as zero earners.

These few observntions domina te th,eir regression analj'ses. As a resul t,

. Beck et al. "detect" sevoral nonexistent i.nternction effects; they also

fail to detect one iml~rtant interaction effect. Their regression analyses

are wrong in virtuiJ.lly every detail.

Beck et al. begin their analysis by imputing "individualistic"

assumptions of !)erfect competition and labor market ,homogeneity to research

in the "neo-classical" human capital and status attainment traditions.

The economists can speak for themselves; for an enlightening statement,

see Cain (1976). i:' think these theoretical assertions about status attain

ment research are patently' inaccurate. For example, in the sociological

works cited by Beck et a1. (705) as "individualistic in orientation and

execution"--Hauser and Featherman (1977), Sewell and Hauser (1975)" and

Duncan et a1. '(1972)--one need not look far to find. analyses of hetero

geneity in the attainment process across populations defined by such vari

ables'as race, sex, age, calendar year, city size, and migration status,

whose sociological explanation is not "tied directly' to the characteristics

brought into the marketplace by the individual workers" (Beck et al., p. 705).

Far from assuming fully competitive and homogeneous labor market processes,

a major thrust of recent stratification reseilrch has been to demonstrate

the variety of social and psychological mechanisms--extendin9 over the

life cycle and affecting major social groups indifferent way~-- which tend

to complicate and to irivalidate such narrow theoretical frameworks.
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The rnprer,clll:,:lti.on of labor. rn,1xket S(~ctor.s ,in oarninCjs functions

is astra iClhtforwilrd theoretical und cmpi rieu1 ,olabora tion of previous

status attainment models (Fcathennan and Hiluscr 1978: Ch. 9). .In fact,

the Duncan SEI (Rc'iss 1961) incorporates a much la.rger number of distinctions

of socioeconomic standing'by industry within Occup<:ltion than does the pres

tige scale employed by Beck et a1. However, in attempting to elucidate the

effects on earnings of industrial sectors as defined by Beck et al., I do

not want to imply my agreement with their concept that there are just two

economic sectors, with their assignment of each industry to "core" or

"periphery" sectors, nor with their us~ of industries, rather than firms,

to ~esignate,labor market sectors. I suspect that important inter-firm and

inter-industry differences in earnings are obscured in the analysis of Beck

et a1.

To Hvoid confusion, I usc "sectoral interaction effects" to refer to

differences in slopes in semi':'logari thmic ea'rnings functions, 'like those in

the left-hand panel of Table 3 of Beck et al. (p. 713). I do not refer to

"real dollar" differences in the effects of variables as interaction effects.

In this respect I believe that I am following the intent of Beck et al. (see

P" 712, paragraphs 3 and 4, and p. 714, paragraphs 3 and 4). However,

they also take note of "real dollar" differences in effects at some points

in the text.(pp. 714, 715, 717). In the se~i-logarithmic earnings function

each unit' change in a regressor leads to a proportionate change in earnings,

so the effect of a regressor in dollars depends on the value of the regressor

at which its effect is eVuluated (and on the values of other variables in

the function). In the dollar earnings function, each unit change in a

regressor leads to the same change in dollar earnings, regardless of the
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--value of the rC:<Jn~~;~or (or of other variables i.n the functi.on). - In the

populati.on, 50lon9 as_sectors uiffer in intercepts of the earnings function,

constant non-zero slopes in the semi-logarithmic functicins imply differences

in real dollar effects, and constant non-zero dollar effects imply different

slopes in the semi-lognrithmic functions. If one accepts both forms of

in teraction as evi.d(~nce of heterogeneity in the labor market process, :j. t is

not logically possiblo to reject the hypothesis of heterogeneity. -

There arc goou reasons to choose the semL-logari.thmic form of the

earnings function, which is widely appli.ed in economics and sociology. First,

it has a conveni.ent interpretation--that variables have proportionate effects

on earnings. Under some circumstances, such effects can be interpreted

directly as rates of return (Mincer 1974). Moreover, one may expect propo~-

tionate effects to be invariant with respect to global price and productiv-

ity changcs--or even to changes in units of currency across societies, while

effects in raw units of currency will not be invariant. Secor:d, -the semi-

logarithmic form of the earnings function has desirable statistical proper

ties relative to the linear (dollar) fm:-;;:- The residuals (deviations from

the regression line) are typically less skewed and less heteroscedastic when

the semi-log function is applied. There is also evidence that thL! semi-

logarithmic function fits earnings data better than the linear (dollar)

function or other power functions of earnings (Heckman and Polachek 1974).

I think it unfortunate that Beck et a1. identify hel-':rogeneity in

labor market processes with heterogeneity in- regression slopes, for that

identity holds only where there is a strong theoretical justification for

the functional form,in which heterogeneity appears. For example, the statis-

ticians Hosteller nnd 'l'ukey' (1977) invoke parsimony as a- criterion in the

.~-~----------'------,
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ch'oice of funclionnl forms; a rescurcher milY radic<~lly t+illlt~form a
~~;r.':";\";-_':'~""l. ",\,.~:;;,:,""., .

deppnuqlt variable 'in order to obtain good fit wi.th a si.mple fl!nctioll of

explanatory va~iilbles. In the context of s'uch a flexible statistical

analysis, heterogeneity of slopes is but a methodological nuisa~ce.

Obversely, one might infer substantive heterogeneity from functions with

. homogeneolls slopes.

In my view Beck et al. offer no substantial theqretical rationale to

predict the occurrence or form of a speci.fic statistical interaction in

their regression analysis. Moreover, they provide no theoretical rationale

for semi-+09 or linenr forms of the earnings function that would support

the inference. of heterogeneity in the ec~rn~.ngs"F.rocess,o!egardless of empiri-
, . ,"'''''; ...... ~...

cal findings.. I.ndeed;, while Beck et al. (1978) USe a semi-log function

to argue for sectoral heterogeneity, ele same authors elsewhere use a lin~?r

function to mal~e the same argument (Tolbert et al. 1980).

Bec~ et al. (p. 711) r~pQrt that the mean loga.ri thm of earnings is

8.5993 in the core with a. standard deviation of 2.1148, and tIle mean is

7.7706 in the perip~ery with a standard'aeviatio~ of 2.5628. These numbers

are not credible. For example, they imply that 1975 dollar earnings at the

8.5993). ..
m~an in the core are $5,428 (= e ., ., ; earn~ngs at the mean 1n the pe,r1-

phery are $2,370. As a rough approximation, t~e logarithm of earnings is

normally distributed; thus one would expect dollar earnings at ele mea.n of

the distribution of the log of earnings to fall near the median of the dis-

tribution of dollar earnings, In the cumulative codebook of the GSS the

median current doUnr earnings of respondents are roughly $7,400 in the 1975
\

and 1976 GSS (NORC 1977:45); even in the core the figure reported by Beck

et al. is about $2,000 less than one would expect fro~ the assumption of
,

lognormality. That is not all. At one stnndutd deviation above the mean,
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their figures i.mply c:mnual carnings of $44,906 in the core and' $30,742

in the periphery; the highest category in the NaRC earnings report.s is

"$25,,000 or more.", At one standard deviation below the mean they imply

annual earnings of only $655 in the core and $183 in the periphery. Some-

thing is wrong.

M1at accounts for the anomalously low means and large standard devia-

tions in the distributions of the log of earnings? One reason to take the

logarithm of ' earnings is to reduce the positive skew of the distribution.

In compressing the high end of the dollar metric, thelogariU1mic trans-

formation also stretches out the low end of the distribution (Mosteller and

Tukey 1977 :Ch. 4). Thus, the anomalies might be e~plained by observations

of no earnings or very low earnings. The log of zero'is undefined, so it

is a common practice to assign $1 (or some other nominal sum) to zero earners

before taking logs; when $1 is assigned the log is 0 by construction. This

rule of thumb may generate extreme outliers .(and it is made y~t more dangerous

by real growth or inflation). There are a number of better practices: add

--a larger nominal value, say, $500 or $1,000, to each observation; use a

functional form which gives special treatment to zeros (Tobin 1958, Sewell

and Hauser 1975:Ch. 6, Goldberger. 1964:253-25~); ignore the outlyi,ng obser-

vations (Featherman and Hauser 1978:Ch. 5); or choose a less radical trans-

formation of earnings (Jencks et al. 1979:283-284).

The GSS·uses a closed-ended que~tion to ascertain earnings in the calen-

dar year before the survey date. Each respondent chooses a broad income

category from a card offered by the interviewer. 'fhc lowes t category on

the card is "under $1,000." Even if one assumed a uniform earnings distri-

bution from $0 to $1,000; the midpoint of the interval would be $500. If

"

----------------------_..---------------------
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109(500) = 6.21 WUI'e the minimum of the distribution of the log' of earni.ngs,

that could not account for the anomalous observations.

There are 99 assigned values of zero in the distributions of the log of

earnings used by Beck et al.; Beck has acknowledged this in a private communi-

cation. Moreover, these assigned values of zero do not occur primarily (or

-even secondarily) ilmong persons holdi.ng low-paying jobs in the year before

the survey date. They occur among persons who did not work at all in the

year before the survey date or who changed occupations. between the end of

that year and the survey date (usually in March or April). Not only do the

values of zero on the log of earning.s give the distribution extreme negative

skew, but the outliers have no clear connection with the.occurrence of low pay.

The documentation of the GSS suggests how Beck et ale made this error.

By assigning zeros to the log of earnings in certain cases from the G§S, !

have been able to approximate their results rather closely. When the obser-

vatidns with assigned zeros are removed from my analysis, the anomalies

disappear. So do the major findings of Beck et a1.

In the 1975 ilnd 1976 GSS respondent;;"Were cJtH;!'>ifit~d as in the labor

force if they were employed full or part-time, with a job but not at

work, or unemployed (NORC 1977: Q. 1, p. 13). These and other persons

with work experience were asked about their present or past occupation:

"What kind of work do you (did you) normally do? That is, what (is/was)

your job called?" ~NORC 1977: Q. 2A, p. 15). At Q. 35 res[1Ond.ents \...ere

asked (NORC 1977: pp. 44-45):

. 35. Did you earn an'!: income from (OCCUPATION DESCRII3ED IN Q. 2)
ih '[1972/73/74/75/76]?

Yes

No

(ASK l\)

[Sec REMARKS]

A. IF YJ-~?: In whi.ch of these groups did your ciJrninqs from
(OCCUPATION IN Q. 2) for last ycar~-[1972-1976]--fal1?
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'I'hat 'is, before taxes or other deductions. Just tell
me the letter.

REMl\RKS: Card E contained responses for punches 01-12 only.
Q. 35 responses are not in these datu, but are 'contained
in Q. 35":'A.

Question 35 says t.hat persons with no earnings from the occupation de-,

scribed in quqstion 2 were not asked to reporl personal earnings in the

previous year; their earnings were coded as "blanks" for "not applicable~'

in the GSS file. The limitation of the' personal earnings question to

earhings in ~)e nD.mcd OccupD.tion is reinforced by tllC interviewer instruc-

tions(NORC 1977:179):

1976

Note instruction: SEEQ. 2. IF ANY OCCUPATION RECORDED, Ask
Q. 35. Read job title from Q. 2. Record R's income only
from job described in Q. 2; not from any other jobs or sources.,'
This'question is concerned with OCCUPATION, rather than specific
job or employer. EXl\1>1PLE: If R' s occupation \l1a5 "waitress,"
you would ask for total income in 1975 as a waitress ..• even
if she worked in several different places during the year.

1974-75

NOTE INSTRUCTIONS. Read job title from Q. 2. This question
is concerned only with any income R. earned from occupation
described in Q. 2, not any other income from other sources
or income of other family members.

Beck et a1. treated current members of the labor

force who had no earnings 'in the named occupation in the previous year as

if they were z'ero earners by replacing "blanks" in the dollar earnings

variable with zeros in the logarithmic transformation of earnings. This

, procedure impli es tha t persons who were not in the labor 'force at all

in the previous year,were treated as extreme low earners in thD.t yeur.

It implies tha,t pcrsonE; who 'changed occupations after the beginning of, the
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survey yenr. woro treated itS extreme low DarnerS in the previ.ous year.

It implies that persons who changed occupations during the previous year

had only part of that yeur I s earnings covered by thc' GSS persoilCl:i. carnings

question. To be sure, some persons may hnve been unemployed throughoqt

the previous yeilr uTld thus huve been class i fied legitimatcly as iIi the

labor force but without earnings in that yeilr. I think such persons are

small in number relative to those improperly classified as non-earners,

and it would in any event be questionable to assign zeros to such persons

on tile lo~ of earnings.

Unfortunat0ly, the GSS data lack the information required to enumerate

persons properly and improperly classified as non-earners. Given the

broad and heterogeneous make-up of the san~le selected by Beck et a:I..,

which included all women in the labor force at the survey date and did not

i~?O$e an uppc~ age limit, I think it probable that ~ost non-earners were

improperly classified. Of l,695 GSS respondents in the labor force at

the survey date, Beck et ale (p. 708) excluded 12 for whom industry was

not reported. Of the remaining 1,683 pcrsons in their sample, 99 were

assigned "blanks" on personal earnings in the previous year--53 in the core

and 46 in the periphery.

The tre::l t.m(~ll t: 0 f the 99 zero aa rners i n UH~ 1,oI1>or force, \>1ho mClke up

less than 6 percent of the sample used by Beck et aI., has a cl;"itica1

effect on the results. For example, Table I shows the means Clnd standard

deviations of variables used in my reanalysis of the GSS data. LNYI is

my approximation of the dependent variable employed by Beck et al. That

is, I adjusted the 1974 data to 1975 dollars, placed missing observations

at the mode, assi.gned each person the log of tlw midpoint of his earnings

intC!rVcll, ;Hld \1::;I'd ,1 Parc't.o cl[Jproximi.,tion l"<) C'stinldl.(' th" m(~iln of tht'
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upper, open-cndod interval; 'the 99 observations with zero earnings were

assigned zero values 011 LNYl. In the case of I,NY2, the procedures were tho'

same, excoptthe 99 observations with zero earnings were ignorc,d. 'rho

characteristics of I.JNYl are very similar, though not identical to those of

the earnings measure used by, Beck at al. (p. 711)., I have found other dis

crepancies in my reanalysis, but I think their effects are minor. 'l'he

means and standard deviations of LNY2 are vastly different from those of

LNYI in both the core and the periphery. For example, in the core sector

dollar earnings nt the mean of LNY2 are $8,451, compared to $5,519 in the

case of LNYl. At one standard deviation above the mean, earnings based on

LNY2 are $20,517, but they are $45,207 when based on LNYI. At one standard

deviation below the mGan, earnings based on LNY2 are $3,481, but they are

$674 when based on LNYl. Similar results are obtained in the ·periphery,

where earnings at the mean of LNY2 are $4,969, and they are $2,463 at the

mean of LNYI. At one standard deviation above the mean in the periphery,

earnings based on LNY2 are $14,501, and those based 'on LNYI are $31,793. At

one standard deviation below the mean, earnings based on LNY2 are $1,703,

and those based on LNY1 are $19l.

In core and periphery the standard deviation of LNY2 is less than half

as large as tha t of LNY1. In the total sample, earnings at the mean of

LNY2 are $7,115; elat fi9urc is reassuringly close t~ the median current

dollar earnings of $7,400. In the total sample, earnings at the meun of

LNYl are only '$4,22G. Thus, the presence of (inappropriate) zero observa

tions accounts for anomalous characteristics of the cClrnings mcasure used

by Beck ct <11.

------------------
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TABLE f: Ncans anu Stnndanl Dlwial10ns o( Chnr1.1cteristlcs of Horkers in lhe Civilian
Lahor Force hy Intlll'strinl Sectors: 1.975 anti lY7() NORC Gcnernl Social Surveys.

Industrial Sector
Worker Total Core Periphery

Characteristic N=1683 . N=1l25 N=558,
LN annual earnings urn l 8.3/19 8.616 7.809

(Z.295) (2.103) (2.558)

LNYZ 2 8.870 9 ..042 8.511
(.982) (0.887) (1.071)

Sex (l=fcmulc)

Race (l=nonwh;lte)

Age of males

Age of females

Years of schooling

Highest degree
High school 9.r
junior college

Bachelor's degree

Postgraduate degree

Occupational prestige

Union memBer (l=yes)

Unemployed (l=yes)

Work stahility
(0=stiJb1e)

Years piJrenta1
schooling

Father's prestige

X 3
3

X II

4

X 5
5

X G
9

0.4'03
(0.491)

0.102
(0.302)

39.39
(13.871)

38.507
(13.543)

(12.385)
(2.988)

0.553
(0.497)--0.131
(0.3:37)'

0.051
(0.220)

39.298
(13.777)

0.244
(0.430)

0.071
(0.257)

0.336
(0.472)

9.409
(3.895)

38.906
(12.216)

0.370
(0.483)

0.092
(0.289)

39.632
(13.290)

37.91).
(12.92Q)

12.853
(Z.975)

0.552
(0.498)

0.153
(0.365)

0.073
(0.260)

42.255
(13.808)
~

0.297
(0.457)

0.073
(0.260)

0.332
(0.471)

9.630
(3.930)

39.404
(l2,l178)

0.471
(0.500)

0.12;l
(0.327)

3a.~10

(l5.1~7)

39.449
(14.451)

11.443
(2.788)

0.554
(0:498)

0.075
(0.264)

0.007
(0,084)

33.358
(11.640)

0.138
(0.345)

0.068
(0.25Z)

0.344
(0.475)

8.966
(3.787)

37.871
(11.. 599)

--_._-----------------
--Table 1 continues
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Table l--continucd

leases ~lth "zoro" e,irnl.nr,s are assigned LNYl=O, nnd missing earnin~s da~o are
assigned the modal value, $12,500 (NT = 1683, NC = 1125, 'N p = 558).·

2Mh;sing earnings d,ltn nre coded as $12,500, hut t'.Hses with "zero" earnings are
excluded (NT = 15~4), NC 1072, Np = 512).

32 rlissing clnt:l for male ages nre cn(ted al': 27 or 25 for core or peri.phery sectors,
respectively (NT ~ 1004, N

C
= 709, Np = 295).

li3 missing dnt.1 for fCll1nlc ages are coded as 24 or 25 for'coreor periphery sectors,
respectively (NT = 679, Nr. 416, Np = 263).

54 miss'lng d.1ta excluded (NT = 1679, N
C

= 1122, Np = 557).

6/i miss ing data excluded (NT = 1679, N
C

1121, Np = 558).

77 missing data excluded (NT 1676, NC = 1120, Np 556).

8pnrcntnl education is taken .1S the years of schooling for the respondent's father.
If this information is ,not available, data for mother's education or modal
values were substituted using an algorithm provided by ~eck et al.

9200 missing data excluded (NT = 1483, N
C

1001, Np = 482).
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1I0w do the zel'O observations affect the regression analysis? To

~nswer tllis question, I carried out new regression analyses of earningn in

the core and the periphery, first, using all observations with LNYI as

the dependent variable, and, second, using observations with nOD-zero

earnings and IJNY2 ilS the dependent variable. I did not reanalyze the

. earnings of the sllbsample of full-time employed white males (p. 716), nor

did I reilIlalyzo the linear probability function which Beck et al. used to

estimate the incidence of poverty-level earnings (pp. ,713, 716). I do not

think a reanalysis of earnings in the male subgroup would add anything of

substance to the present cmalysis~· Beck has provided tabulations for that

subgroup which show the sallie anomalies as the published tabulations for

the full sample. The incidence of poverty-level earnings, like the overall

distribution of the log of earnings, is affected substantially by the

inappropriate classification of job changers and persons outside the labor

force as non-earners or low earners. Also, statistical defects in the linear

probability function are well documented, and these are likely to be important

in analyses of a high ly. ske''ved variable -me the incidence of poverty.

Table I rCI'Ul"\.!' the mr)ans <lnd stilllclnrd deviatiolls of vilriablcs used

in my reanalysis of the GSS data; the reader should compare it with Table

2 of Beck et al. (p. 711). For most variables the two analyses yield the

same estimates. As noted in the table, I reproduced Beck et al.'s results

for age by assigning modal values to a small number of missing observa-

tions~ this procedure was not mentioned in the sourcc. I was unable to

resolve a minor discrepancy in the proportion of rersons with a high school
. I

or junior college degree. In the core sector my cstimate of mean occupa-

tional prcstige is larger, and its standard deviation is smaller than that

of Beck f't fll. The pr"stiq(~ distribution .i nel \1<1('<1 four ~(,l-() \TCllnes, which
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are out of its legi.ti.mate range, and I dropped these from the'analysis,l

In the CiHie of work stnbility I excluded nonrusponses, which Deck et al.

appurcntlydic1 JloL <lo,

Futher's oc:cupa tional prestige deserves special mention, My cstim..'1tcs

of its mean are larger'and my estimates of i.ts stnndard deviation are

smpller than those of Beck et al. They randomly assi.gned one of three

modes of the prestige distribution to substitute for missing data, so

their result cannot be reproduced independently (p. 708),2 My estimates

were obtained by dropping the 200 cases where father's prestige ,was missing.

Aside from the large number of missing observations, parental prestige had

trivial negative effect~ and did not interact with economic sector in the

earnings regressions (p. 715). For these reasons, I dropped it from the

regression analysi.s.

Beyond the differences just noted, I have t~ied to repeat the analysis

of Beck et al. for each version of the dependent variable (L~Yl ~nd LNY2).

In partiCUlar, I have not tried to improve the specification of the earn

ings function in other ways. I believe several defects in specification

remain, so my results are of interest mainly because of their differences

from those of Reck 0t al. For example, there is ample theoretic"ll and

empi rical evic1cn r,:e th<lt Cl linear term in ilCJ(~ docs 'not adequately represent

the effect of work experience on earnings, especially in a sanple with no

upper age limit. Aside from lifetime work experience, it is also important

to include more proximate measures of labor supply--weeks and hOllrs

work,ed--in the eLlrnings function. No such mCClsures were obtained for 'the

previous year in the GSS, yet it is reasonable to expect that differences

in labor supply are in trica toly connected wi til sectoral differentials in

earnings, u.s they U.re with sex and race differen-:-

. ---~~--~~--~-,_._--~------
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tials in cilJ;'nings. It is well established, also, that occupational 80c10-

economic status in superior to occupational·presti.ge in representing

occupational differences in earnings. Further, heterogenei.t.y i,n earnings

functions across major social groups--like race, Sex, age, and gcqgraphic

location--has been C1 major focus of research. While Beck et al. do attempt

to show sectoral heterogeneity among full-time white male workers, it is

curious th4t they do not specify heterogeneity in the regressions by race

or sex withhl labor market sectors. Indeed, were there not other reasonS to

quest.ion the validi ty of their regression analysis, it would be pert.inent

to ask whether differences in the race' and se>: compositi.on of the core and

periphery sectors mny help to explain the observed heterogeneity across

sectors in the function specified by Beck et al.

Table 2 shows the results or my efforts to reproduce the earnings

rec:p;ess;lons of B.eck ct al. using LNYl. Colunms (a) and (b) of Table 2 show

the earnings regressions in the c;:ore and periphery, respectively. Despite

the differences between 'our al1alyses, my estimates are very similar to those

reported by !;leek et;: al. (p. 713). CQlumn (c) . reports estimated slopes in a

pool ed aqua tion, ...,here, in tercepts di f fer in the core and periphery, bu t

common (homogeneous) slopes are estimated. This equation is not reported by

Beck et al., but it is reassuring that the coefficients of male age, occu

pational prestige, union membership, und work stability do resemble the

common slopes for those variublcs reported by Beck et al. .

I also estimuted a single pooled equation in which each sector has

unique slopes and intercepts. Of course, the estimated slopes from that
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. TABLE 2: Regression analysis of earnings (LNYl) by industrial sector in the civilian labor force:
Lr.."Yl=O for "zero" earners. and missing earnings placed at the mode

\-lorker
Charac t-eris tic

Sector-specific Pooled F Statistic for BHT
Core Periphery Equation Sectoral Interaction Finding

1.259 sig

4.831** sig

.008 . non-sig

I-'
2.761* sig -....I

6.645** sig

Intercept

Sector (l=periphery)

Sex (1=fema1e)

Race (l=nomolhite)

Age of males

Age of females

Years of schooling

(a)

7.438

Xo

X -.90061:*. 1 . (.:3724)

X2
-.46961:,'t

(.2047)

X
3

.0192*>'1:
(.0058) .

X4 .0187**
( .0075f

XI:" -.0606
:J (.0452)

(b)

5.183

-.1782
(.·5626)

.3228
(.3188)

.01831<

(.0102)

-.0015
(.0101)

.15381:;<
(.0663)

(c)

6.671

-.3238":*
(.1180)

-.6064*
(.3112)

-.2127
(.1737)

.0192**
(.0051)

.0108;<
( .0060)

.0230
(.0374)

Cd) (e)

Highest degree

High school or junior college

Bachelor's degree

Postgraduate degree

Occupational prestige

X6
.4513>'<>'1: .2810 .3830** .124 sig

(.2099) (.3175) (.1765)

X7 1. 01061:* -.7354 .4871 5.645** sig
(.3664) 1(.6232). (.3161)

X8 1.4160** 1.2456 .9015":* d:..• 001 sig
(.4753) (1.3147) (.4222) ..-

X9 .0207** .0253>'1:* .0205** .065 non-sig
(.0055) (.0099) (.0048)

--continued



TABLE 2--continued

~.;rorker

Characteristic

Union member (l=yes) X10

Sector-specific Pooled F Statistic for BRT
Core Periphery__ _ _Equation _ Sectoral Interacj:~on_ Finding

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
.5310~:"t .7440~d: .5636:;':,': .466 non-sig

(.1348) (.2927) (.1260)

Unemployed (l=yes)

Work stability (l=stable)

Years parental schooling

Standard error of estimate

R
2

Hb.,

Xll
-.6716>':>,¢ -2.0206** -1.0836*1<
(.2389) (.4216) (.'2122)

X12 .3855 1:* .5749** .46191<*
(.1347) (.2321) ( .1187)

Xl3 -.0172 -.0816":* -. 0369":~<
(.0173) (.0314) (.0155)

1.939 2.337 2.094

.160 .185 .174

1116 • 555 1672

8.874**

.636

3.444*

2.079

.192

1672

sig

non-sig

sig

......
(Xl

*Significant at the 0.10 level

**Significant at the 0.05 level

aApproxi!!late standard errors of coefficients in parentheses.

bThese are minimum painvise-present counts, so those for ~he sectors need not add to that for the total sample.
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equation merely reci;lpituliltci the findings reported i.n columns (a), Clnd (b);
. . .

column (el) show,s F-statistics for. th(~ heterogeneity in slope of each variuble

in the pooled equution with unique slopes. Also, the base of c,olumn (d)

reports summary measures of fit of the equation with uni.que slopes.

\'lhile I think it filir und accurate to say that the results in columns

(a), (b), and (c) reproduce the major features of the analysis by Beck et

al., there are significant departures from their findings about sectoral

in terac tion and abot! t the fi t of the regression equa'tion. Note I am discuss-

ing my effort to E.'::)'2.l·oc1ur:e their findings, ~~ the effect of including

misclassified nOn-Cflrncrs in the regression analysis. Column (e) of 'l'able 2

reports the findings of Beck et al. with respect to sectoral interaction' in'

their semi-logarithmic earnings function. Beck et al..saythat they reject
. . ::.'

the null hypothesis of homogeneity when interactions are 'significant at or

-
beyond the 'p ~ .10 level (pp. 712-713), assuming the GSS is as efficient ~s a

simple random scJmple (NORC 1977:157). Ny analysis follows this same generous

rule, but in 3 of the 9 cases where Beck et al. report sectoral interactions

(sex, high school, and postgraduate degree), my test statistics fall well

below their critical values. These discrepancies also appear when I construct

a t-statistic from the point estimates and standard errors of the slopes in
. 3

equations (a) and (b); 1 have been unable to resolve them. Incidentally,

2Beck et al. (p. 713) report R = .2962 in an equation containing only the

2significant sectoral interaction effects, while I find R = .192 in an

equation containing ull sectoral interaction" effects. Beck has informed me

that R2
:i: .2008 in his analysis; the lil+ger figure"wcJ.s obtained by corre-

'latirig observed dollar ?~rnings with the ilntilog of predicted log earnings.

Table 3 shows a regression analysis of the log of c.:;SS earnings from



TABLE 3: Regression analysis of earnings (LNY2) by industrial sector in the civilian labor force:
data for "zero" earners excluded and missing earnings placed at the mode
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TABLE 3--continued

,.

\vorker Sector-specific Pooled' F Statistic for BHT
Characteristic - Core Periphery Equation Sectoral Interaction Finding

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Union member (l=yes) X10 .3292** .3600** .3169** .014 non-sig
(.0520) ( .1121) ( .0484)

Unemployed (l=yes) X11
.,' -.2208":* -.1009 -.1588'': .608 si;

,(.0921) . (.1615) ( .0815)

Work si::ctbiii'ty (1=stab1e) Xu .2909** .3170M., .2915** .082 non-sig
( .0'519) (.0889) (.0456)

Years parental ~chooling X13
-.0010 -.0484"·* , -.0150** 11.653** sig
( .0067), ( .0120) (.0059)

Standard error of estimate
N

.731 .858 .'781 .776 I--'

,
?

.3291r .375 .374 .386

Nb 1067 510 1577 1577

*Significant at the 0.10 level

**Significant at the 0.05 ~evel

aApproxi~4te standard errors of coefficients in parentheses.

bThese are minimum pairwise-present counts, so those for the sectors need not add to that for the total sample.
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which tho 99 obscrvi'l tioll5 assigned zero vii hlos have boon dropped. In every

other rcspect:. the lInalyf;is .is unchanged, but the results .differ dramtl.t.ically

from those re!,,,r ted j 11 Table 2 alIa frOlll those repar ted by Beck et a 1 ..

First, the fit is vastly improved. 1\S shown by the standard errors of esti-

mate and cpcfficll'nts of determination, the rrcdicUV'c. value of t11e simp10

earnings fljllCtioll i 5 substanti~lly greater in the core, in the PC1;iph:ery,

and in the tot.:ll s;1I01'1c. For c~anip]c, the pooled equation with interaction

effects accounts fur 19.2 percent of UIC vdrjancc in LNYl and for 38.6

percent of the vari '-Incc in LNY2; the unexpluincc1 varii)l1co of 8urnings is

JIlOre than seven timrlS li:!rger in the case of LNYl than in that of LNY2

2 2(2,079 ;.776 ~ 7.2).

SOG.ond, ~lhcll the ollt). iors are dl'opped, there rcmq in on ly two s t:a t:isti~

cally significant int.eraction effects. The (negative) effeyt of parental

schooling is significantly larger in the periphery than in the core. While
'.

this negative effect is 'statistical1y sigiUficant in the periphery and in

the total. sample, the sign of the coefficient makes ho theoretical sense.

I am inclineeJ, to regard thi:}t finding' as evidence of measurement f.)rror--

possibly the treat.mont of missing data--in parental schooling or as evidonce

of misspecffication elsewhere in the earnings function; Beck et ale also
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huve .liLtlt' to Hi'li' .,!Jout', i\ parullnl, fincli.llg i.1I ~I\()ir i1nalysis.

1-10/.'e .i.nt(}r('~;l:ill<J.ly, the estimated effect of occupationill pn:~stigc is

more than twico Clf; .lnrge in the periphery ilS in ~he core. '1'his is the

only interaction ,cf feet in 'ra,ble 3 which m<1't, be worth interpreting, and it

was not dctectnc1 in tile analysis by Beck et <11. (pp. 713, 715) nor in that

of Table 2. Both in the core and in the periphery the effects of prestige

on earnings ilre f;ubst.untial. Earnings increase by 1.1 percent for each

uni t of prestige (on the NOHC scale) in the core, ane1 they increase by 2.5

percent for eilch unit of prestige in the periphery. These different returns

may be a result of nonlinearity rather than of heteroge~eity, for jobs in

the core and in t.he periphery cover different ranges of the prestige scale.

Recall that mean prestige 'is 42.3 in the core and 33.4 in the periphery;

the two means are nearly a standard deviation apart. I have not investigated

this possibility. In the theQretical context developed by Beck et al.,

I ,think it may be difficult to explain why the effects of prestige are

-twice as, large in the periphery as in the core. For example, Beck et al.

write (p. 707):

Theories of dual economy suggest that these sectoral

differences have important impli.ciltions for the opportunity

structu~es and experiences faced by individual workers. In

the core sector, workers move within job structures characterized

by diffefcntiated task and wage schedules WiUl often well-defined

career patterns, i. e., internal lAbor markets (Do(~ringer and

Pi.ore, 1971; Spilerman, 1977). Formal education is widely used

to mediate individual access to job ladders, and workers' wages

"arc lilr9cly determi.ned by their respective access to different
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job clUf;ters, by the relatively rigid pattern of W':lg0S

attached to the :iob structures through which they respectively

move, and by the speed with which they pass through .those

structures" (Gordon, 1972:50). In the peripheral sector, occu~

pational opportunity structure is more restricted (sic) with a conse

quent dampening of task and wage variations. Gordon (1972:51)

suggests that in this sector, "variation in individual hourly

wages will depend very little on variations' in individual 'capa

cities' like aptitude, reasoning and vocational skill."

·Mlatever the theoretical ramifications of the differential effects of pres

tige, I think it would be premature to draw global conclusions about hetero

genei ty in labor mat"ke ts from the present finding.

Again, aside from the effects of occupational prestige and of parental

schooling, the analysis in Table 3 detects no statistically significant

interaction effects. '1'his may be contrasted with 9 sectoral·interactions

reported by Beck et al. (of which I was able to conf inn only 6). Some of the

non-effects are worth mentioning. Beck et al. (p. 715) suggest that "aarn

ings return to education in the core sector rests on the acquisition of a

formal degree, whereas in the peripheral sector economic benefits are de

riveu. from additional years of schooling', not from increases in formal

levels o"f certification." In the analysis of 'l'able 3, the linear term in

schooling is not significant in core or periphery, und the effects of

levels of certi. fication do not di ffer across sectors. Beck et al. (pp. 717

718) also ~ri to:

We further contend that the sectoral model employed here

constitutes an essential element in understanding the process of
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discrimin(1ti,on against minority groupB in that it inclu<les

not only individual factors but also the organization of the

economic structure. Specifically, despite the differential

representation of females and nonwhites in the peripheral

sector, there iS,no statistically significant evidence of

earnings discrimination in thClt sector after controlling on

the predcter~ining variables. In ele core sector, however,

there is evidence of significant adverse race and sex main ef-

fects on earnings even after controlling on human capital and

occupational variables.

In the analysis of Table 3, women suffer a very large economic disadvantage,

which is no.t significantly differ,ent in the core and in the periphery.

Furthermore, with the' other variables controlled, nonwhites have no signifi-

cant advantage or disadvantage i.nthe core or in the periphery, nor do the

estimates of the effect of race differ significantly between_the core and

the periphery.

Not only are most of the revised estimates in Table'3 similar in the

two economic sectors, but they are very different from those estimated in

Table 2 and, similarly, from those estimated by Beck et a1. I offer a f~w

illu:;;trations constructed by taking anti-logs of coeffici.ents from the
,

revised equation with cornmon slopes (column (c) of Table 3) and from the

unique sectoral equations estimated by Beck et al. Beck et al. estimate

, -.8232
that women make 44 percent (e X 100) as much as men in the core and

?7 pcrrcent a's much in the periphery; in Table 3 I find that in both sectors

women make 55 percent of the earnings of men. Beck et al. estimate that non-

whi tes make 63 per.cent as much as whites in the core and 38 percent more than
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whitos in tile l.'er.il'hcry. In 'l'able 3 I fi.ntI no di.ffel'encos betweon the

eilrni.ngs of whites andnonwhitcsi this seemingly anomalous finding may be

a result of the i.nclusion of both men and women in. the analysis. without a

measure of labor supply. Deck et al. estiIllc"lte that the currently unemployed

made 50 percent as much in the previous year as the currently emp19yed in

the core, and the currently unemployed made 14 percent as much in the pre

vious year as the currently employE!d in the periphery. In Table 3 ! find

that the currently unemployed made 79 percent as much in the previous year

as the currently employed. My reading of these co\np.:lrisons is that the esti

mates based on Table 3 arc reasonably consistent with other social scientific

findings, but those of Beck et al. are not.

Conclusion

De9k et al.'s analysis of sectoral differences in earnings, based upon

data from the 1975 and 1976 NORC General Social Surveys, is fatally flawed.

Because of an error in sample selection, many job changers and persons out of

the labqr force were treated as if they worked but had no earnings. This

error was compounded by using a logarithmic transfoIillation of earnings, which

gives a great deal of weight to observations at or near the zero point of

the transformed variable~ Because of this error, their analyses of earnings

(but not those of labor force composition) are wrong in important respects.

In this reanalysis of the GSS data I have emphasized the effect of the error

upon Beck et al.'s major conclusion, that the earnings process is hetero

geneous across industrial sectors. When the error is corrected, most of the

evidence of heterogeneity disappears.

To be sure, there remain differentials in earnings between core and

periphery sectors. In the corrected equation of Table 3, where common slopes
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arc esti miltcd .i.n tile two indus tri.al sectors, I estimate that workers in the

p~riphcry make 83 Imrcent as much as workers, in the core; the differential

is' $1,455 when evaluated at tllC mean of the carnings distribution in the

core, and it is $1,033 when eVilluatcd at the mean of the earnings distribu

tion in the peri.phery. 'I'he resemblance between these figures and the esti

mates of Beck et <II. ('I'able 4, p. 713) <Ire purely coinci.dental. The equations

used by Beck et al. to standardize'earnings between sectors vastly overesti

mate the sectoral earnings differential in relati~~ terms, but tQis error

is largely compen'sated by erroneously low estimates of average earnings in

both sectors;

Another respect in which the analysis of Beck et al. is roughly correct

is the share of the total sectoral earnings differential which is explained

by the variables included in their regression equation. In my revised esti

mates the difference in the log of earnings between core and periphery is

.531; evaluated at the means in the two sectors, the difference is $3,482.

Since the coefficient of sector in the pooled equation of Table 3 is -.1889

differences in social composi,tion beb'lOen sectors explain about two-thirds

of the initial difference in earnings.

These points of agreement are conditional upon the specification of

the earnings functions in 'I'able 3. i'ihi1e I believe they do not share the

flaws of the equations es timated by Beck et al." there remain several speci

fication errors ill those equations. In particular, I think that the absence

of a proximate measure of labor supply--thc amount of time at work in the

previous year--explains part of the remaining sectoral difference in earni.ngs.

I doubt that any mC,thodological commentary can counter' the impact of

the broad and sweepi.ng conclusion of Beck ct a1. (p. 717): "In face of

._------------- ~~~.~-,--~---~--_.----------- ------_._---------
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strong empi.rical avj.<1once contrary to the implici t tenet of labor m<1rket

homogeneity, parameter estimates which arc conuitional on this assumpti.on

can no longer be treated as appropriate bases for the co'nstruct,ion of

sociological theory or social policy." It is thus most regrettable that

their proposition finds so little empirical support.

- '.
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Footnotes

1. Accordi.ng to Druce Stephenson of NORC, these four cases were persons

. .
who reported jobs whose descri.ptions could not be coded.'

2. I attempted to obtain the recoded file including this variable 'from

Beck, but he reported that tlle file had been destroyed.

3. Beck has not responded to my inquiries about these discrei)ancies.
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